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		This book guides you through these new APIs through practical examples. In each chapter, we will use test-driven development to build a Rails extension or application that covers new Rails 3 features and how these features fit in the Rails 3 architecture. By the time you finish this book, you will understand Rails better and be more productive while writing more modular and faster Rails applications.

	
		Rails Core developer Jose Valim guides you through seven different tutorials, each of them using test-driven development to build a new Rails extension or application that solves common problems with these new APIs. You will understand how the Rails rendering stack works and customize it to read templates from the database while you learn how to mimic Active Record behavior, like validations, in any other object. You will find out how to write faster, leaner controllers, and you'll learn how to mix Sinatra applications into your Rails apps, so you can choose the most appropriate tool for the job. In addition, you will improve your productivity by customizing generators and responders.

		

		This book will help you understand Rails 3's inner workings, including generators, template handlers, internationalization, routing, and responders. With the knowledge you'll gain, you'll be ready to tackle complicated projects more easily than ever before, creating solutions that are well-tested, modular, and easy to maintain.
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Mockito for SpringPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn all you need to know about the Spring Framework and how to unit test your projects with Mockito


	About This Book

	
		Learn about the Spring testing framework, stubbing, mocking, and spying dependencies using the Mockito framework and explore its advanced features
	
		Create an automated...
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A Handbook of Management Techniques: A Comprehensive Guide to Achieving Managerial Excellence and Improved Decision MakingKogan Page, 2006

	Guide to modern techniques in all fields of management; ideal companion for professional managers, as well as an essential reference book for business and management students. Includes over 100 systematic and analytical methods used to assist in decision-making and to improve efficiency and effectiveness.





	
		Management...
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Machine Tools for High Performance MachiningSpringer, 2008
The machine tool has been, is and no doubt will be, a key factor in industrial and equipment evolution, and as such, improving man’s quality of life. Both its evolution and perfectioning have come about due to the sectors where used and have likewise improved their products due to machinery improvements.

Machines have changed...
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PaintShop Photo Pro X3 For PhotographersFocal Press, 2010

	If you are a digital photographer who's new to PaintShop Photo Pro or digital imaging in general, or have recently upgraded to the all-new version X3, this is the book for you! Packed with full color images to provide inspiration and easy to follow, step-by-step projects, you'll learn the ins and outs of this fantastic program in no...
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Approximation and Online Algorithms: 8th International Workshop, WAOA 2010Springer, 2011

	Networked systems for transport, communication, and social interaction have contributed to all aspects of life by increasing economic and social efficiency. However, increased connectivity also gives intruders and attackers better opportunities to maliciously spread in the network, whether the spread is of disinformation, or of contamination...
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Cloud Computing Security: Foundations and ChallengesCRC Press, 2016

	This handbook offers a comprehensive overview of cloud computing security technology and implementation, while exploring practical solutions to a wide range of cloud computing security issues. With more organizations using cloud computing and cloud providers for data operations, proper security in these and other potentially vulnerable areas...
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